We haven't always had a face at cabinet

Ministers – how Limerick has fared over the years

INSIDE REPORT by MARTIN BYRNES

FOUR OF Limerick's eight TDs are, or have been, cabinet ministers. In fact, Limerick has nearly always had at least one minister. And when one considers that there are only fifteen cabinet members and fifteen junior ministers, that’s a very good record.

The last time there was no Limerick minister was during the first FiannaFáil coalition on 1981.

Prior to that, after the death of Donogh O'Malley, his successor, Des, was a backbencher for a year before getting a junior ministry. Likewise, at the same time, Gerard Collins, who succeeded his father, John, in 1967, was also promoted.

Both were elevated to cabinet rank at the height of the storm crisis of 1971.

Three Limerick TDs are not, may not have ever been ministers.

The Labour Party has not been in power since Jim Kemmy rejoined. He had left them in 1972. He is vice president of that party.

Des O'Malley, Minister of Industry and Commerce; Michael Noonan (West), Minister of State at Marine (to John Wilson). 1982: Des O'Malley, Minister for Industry and Commerce; Willie O'Dea, Minister of State at Justice (to Pádraig Flynn).

Some things weren't meant for excitement.

Some things were.

Like Spin & Deal - the scratch card with three ways to win!

- March three cash amounts up to £10,000
- Win this amount.
- Reveal three stars to enter the weekly Grand Prize Game draw where five lucky participants could win up to £250,000 each.

Collect 3 of a kind on the stub feature – Aces, Kings, Queens or Jacks – to enter a weekly draw with five winners of £1,000 each.

All prizes are tax free.

Spin & Deal. Made for excitement.
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INSIDE REPORT by MARTIN BYRNES

FOUR OF Limerick’s eight TDs are, or have been cabinet ministers. In fact, Limerick has nearly always had at least one minister. And when one considers that there are only fifteen cabinet ministers worldwide, that’s a very good record.

The first time there was no Limerick minister was during the Fine Gael coalition on 1981/2.

Prior to that, after the death of Dermot O’Malley, his successor, Des, was a backbencher for a year before getting a junior ministry. Likewise, at the same time, Gerard Collins, who succeeded his father, James, in 1967, was also promoted. Both were elevated to cabinet rank at the height of the arms crisis of 1971.

Bearing in mind that no government has been returned to power since 1969, here is the list of Limerick ministers, and equivalents, since then in the order in which they ruled:

1969: No cabinet minister.

1972: Des O’Malley, Minister for Industry and Commerce; Michael Noonan (West), Minister of State at Marine (to John Wilson).

1981: Des O’Malley, Minister for Industry and Commerce; Willie O’Dea, Minister of State at Justice (to Padraig Flynn).

1982: Des O’Malley, Minister for Industry and Commerce; Michael Noonan (West), Minister of State at Marine (to John Wilson). Three Limerick TDs are not, not ever been ministers.

1984: The Labour Party has not been in power since Jim Kenny rejoined. He had left them in 1972. He is vice-president of that party.

PM Bob Chilcott is one of three PD TDs not to be a minister: the others are Maurice Quill (Cork North Central) and Pearse Wyse (Cork South Central). Michael Finucane is a new FG deputy.
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John Healy and Gerry O’Loughlin, Course Directors at the Department of the Built Environment, Limerick CoACT, pictured at the recent signing of a contract under the EC funded COMETT research programme. The contract covers the development and delivery of a training programme in Construction Management and Contract Administration. Their partners in the programme are the Bovis Construction Group in Portugal and the ORCO (Operations Research) Group of Athens. The programme, which has a large information Technology Multi Media content will have its first presentation in Athens in November of this year.
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SOME THINGS WEREN’T MEANT FOR EXCITEMENT.

SOME THINGS WERE.

LIKE SPIN & DEAL – THE SCRATCH CARD WITH THREE WAYS TO WIN!

- MATCH THREE CASH AMOUNTS UP TO £10,000
- WIN THAT AMOUNT.
- REVEAL THREE STARS TO ENTER THE WEEKLY GRAND PRIZE GAME DRAW WHERE FIVE_LUCKY PARTICIPANTS COULD WIN UP TO £500,000 EACH.
- COLLECT 3 OF A KIND ON THE SCRATCH FEATURE - ACTS, KINGS, QUEENS OR JACKS - TO ENTER A WEEKLY DRAW WITH FIVE WINNERS OF £1,000 EACH.

ALL PRIZES ARE TAX FREE.

SPIN & DEAL. MADE FOR EXCITEMENT.
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INSIDE REPORT by MARTIN BYRANES

FOUR OF Limerick's eight TDs are, or have been cabinet ministers. In fact, Limerick has nearly always had at least one minister. And when one considers that there are only fifteen cabinet members and fifteen junior ministers, that’s a very good record.

The last time there was no Limerick minister was during the first Fine Gael coalition on 1981/2. Prior to that, after the death of Des O'Malley, his successor, Des, was a backbencher for a year before getting a junior ministry. Likewise, at the same time, Gerard Collins, who succeeded his father, Jan, in 1967, was also promoted. Both were elevated to cabinet rank at the height of the arms crisis of 1971.

Bearing in mind that no government has been returned to power since 1969, here is the list of Limerick ministers, and equivalents, since then in the order in which they ruled.

1969: No cabinet member.
1972: Des O'Malley, minister for industry and commerce; Michael Noonan (West), minister of state at marine (to John Wilson).
1972: Des O'Malley, minister for industry and commerce; Willie O'Dea, minister of state at justice.
2022: Des O'Malley, minister of industry and commerce; Michael Noonan (West), minister of state at marine (to John Wilson)

DELETE:

John Healy and Gerry O'Loughlin, course directors at the department of the built environment, Limerick CoACT, pictured at the recent signing of a contract under the EC funded COMETT research programme. The contract covers the development and delivery of a training programme in construction management and contract administration. Their partners in the programme are the Bovis Construction Group in Portugal and the ORCO (operations research) Group of Athens. The programme, which has a large information technology, multi-media content will have its first presentation in Athens in November of this year.

Peadar Clohessy is one of three PD TDs not to be a minister; the others are Maureen Quill (Cork North Central) and Pearse Wynn (Cork South Central). Michael Finnane is a new FG deputy.

LANCASTER at TODDS

An exclusive vanity case is your FREE GIFT with purchases of £35 or more from the Lancaster range of cosmetics. Available from Thursday 4th June to Saturday 20th June. Exclusively at TODDS LIMERICK.

SOME THINGS WEREN’T MEANT FOR EXCITEMENT.

LIKE SPIN & DEAL – THE SCRATCH CARD WITH THREE WAYS TO WIN!

- MATCH THREE CASH AMOUNTS UP TO £10,000 AND WIN THAT AMOUNT.
- REVEAL THREE STARS TO ENTER THE WEEKLY GRAND PRIZE GAME DRAW WHERE FIVE LUCKY PARTICIPANTS COULD WIN UP TO £250,000 EACH.
- COLLECT 3 OF A KIND ON THE SCRIBBLE FEATURE – ACES, KINGS, QUEENS OR JACKS – TO ENTER A WEEKLY DRAW WITH FIVE WINNERS OF £1,000 EACH.

ALL PRIZES ARE TAX FREE. SPIN & DEAL. MADE FOR EXCITEMENT.
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